Simultaneous spectrophotometric determination of Mn, n and Co was studied by two methods, classical partial least-squares (PLS) and kernel partial least-squares (tPLS), with 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminephenol (5-Br-PADAP) and cetyl pyridinium bromide (CPB). Two 
Introduction
The partial least-squares (PLS) method is a generalized method used to build a predictive model between two blocks of variables: the C-block of predictor variables and the D-block of response variables. PLS is factor-based method capable of using full spectra, which can include as much spectral detail in the analysis as possible ]. The advantage of PLS is the transformation of the numerous original variables into a small number of latent vectors, which are a linear combination of the original variables [2, 3] . New analytical instruments produce huge quantities of data that need some kind of reduction in order to be practicable to analyse [4] . The analysis of large data arrays is emerging as a problem in analytical chemistry. The best approach to this problem is data compression.
Of course, the compression must be such that the loss of significant information is minimized. The increasing complexity of chemical data has recently stimulated the development of two kinds of data compression methods.
The first approach is to use B-splines [5] or any other suitable compression basis to produce a compressed matrix G. G has a much lower number of elements than D [6] . Another approach is based on some small kernel matrices which require much less storage space than the original data [7] [8] [9] . In this paper, large data sets with many wavelengths and few samples can be easily recorded by the mode called 'data print out at wavelength intervals' of the Shimadzu UV-240 spectrophotometers. The calculation process for simultaneous multicomponent determination using classical PLS is slow or interrupted by out of memory of our microcomputer.
The method [10] [11] . This paper describes the improvement of multicomponent determination using full spectra information with two PLS methods.
Theory
The following notation is used for this paper. Lower (1) Calculate the covariance matrices DD T and CCT.
The kernel matrix DDTCC T is then created as:
(DD T CCT)a (DDT)a CCT)a, where symbol a means the rank index (a 1,2,...,n).
(2) The PLS score vector is estimated as the eigenvector of the kernel matrix DDTCCT, it is expressed as: la (DD T CCT)ala ( 3) The PLS score vector u is calculated using the CC T covariance matrix: Ua (cCT)ata.
(4) Update the kernel matrices" (DDTCCT)a+I (] -tatTa) (DDTCCT)a(I-tatTa ); (DDT)a.1 (I-tatTa )(DDT)a (I-tatTa ); (cCT)a+l (I-tat)(cCT)a(I-tatTa ). (5) Steps (2)- (4) 
